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ABSTRACT
We implement a detailed dust model into the L-Galaxies semi-analytical model which
includes: injection of dust by type II and type Ia supernovae (SNe) and AGB stars;
grain growth in molecular clouds; and destruction due to supernova-induced shocks,
star formation, and reheating. Our grain growth model follows the dust content in
molecular clouds and the inter-cloud medium separately, and allows growth only on
pre-existing dust grains. At early times, this can make a significant difference to the
dust growth rate. Above z ∼ 8, type II SNe are the primary source of dust, whereas
below z ∼ 8, grain growth in molecular clouds dominates. However, the detailed history
of galaxy formation is important for determining the dust content of any individual
galaxy. We introduce a fit to the dust-to-metal (DTM) ratio as a function of metallicity
and age, which can be used to deduce the DTM ratio of galaxies at any redshift.
At z . 3, we find a fairly flat mean relation between metallicity and the DTM,
and a positive correlation between metallicity and the dust-to-gas (DTG) ratio, in
good agreement with the shape and normalisation of the observed relations. We also
match the normalisation of the observed stellar mass – dust mass relation over a
wide range of redshifts, and to the dust mass function at z = 0. Our results are
important in interpreting observations on the dust content of galaxies across cosmic
time, particularly so at high redshift.

Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: ISM – ISM: dust,
extinction – methods: analytical

1 INTRODUCTION

Dust has a major impact on the observed properties of galax-
ies with almost 30% of all photons in the Universe having
been reprocessed by dust grains at some point in their life-
time (Bernstein et al. 2002). These grains can form in the
stellar winds around AGB and other evolved stars, in super-
novae remnants (SNR), and can grow in situ within molecu-
lar clouds. Processes that destroy or alter dust grains include
shock heating by supernovae, photo-evaporation and chemi-
cal explosions (De Boer et al. 1987; Savage & Sembach 1996).
The dust content of a galaxy thus depends in a complex way
upon the evolutionary history of its interstellar medium.

The purpose of this paper is to implement a model for
dust growth and destruction within the L-Galaxies semi-
analytic model in order to investigate the evolution of the
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dust content of galaxies, with particular regard to the high-
redshift Universe.

1.1 Dust production and destruction

The stellar sources of dust are, in order of importance,
type II SNR, AGB stars and type Ia SNR. These dust yields
are dependent upon the age and metallicity of the stellar
populations. For SNR we use the prescription of Zhukovska
et al. (2008) and for AGB stars the tables of Ferrarotti &
Gail (2006) – this is described in detail in Section 3.1 be-
low. We note that at very high redshifts, z & 6 observations
in the far-infrared have started to identify dust masses sub-
stantially in excess of this amount (e.g. Mancini et al. 2015;
da Cunha et al. 2015). It is possible, therefore, that the dust
yields may be higher at earlier times, perhaps due to higher
survival rates of dust produced in SNR (e.g. Dwek et al.
2014) – we do not consider that here.
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2 Vijayan et al.

It is now generally accepted that, at later times, the
dominant source of dust in the Universe is grain growth in-
side molecular clouds (e.g. Mattsson 2015). Our dust growth
model, described in Section 3.2, builds on that of Zhukovska
et al. (2008, hereafter ZGT08) and Popping et al. (2017,
hereafter PSG17). Unlike earlier works, we use a variable
limit for the fraction of an element that can be locked up
in dust, motivated by the chemistry of the ISM, and we ex-
plicitly follow the dust growth in molecular clouds and the
diffuse inter-cloud medium separately, finding that the two
can be quite different in certain regimes.

Dust is destroyed by sputtering at high temperatures.
In our model, we follow the prescription of McKee (1989)
for dust destruction in SNR, described in Section 3.3, and
we consider dust to be instantly destroyed if it is reheated
out of the cold ISM to join the hot corona of the galaxy. We
ignore other processes, such as interaction with cosmic rays,
or ejection from the cold ISM by feedback from an active
galactic nucleus – we will show in Section 5.3 that we have
an excess of dust in massive galaxies at low redshift and this
may be one possible cause of that.

1.2 Previous modelling

In recent years, detailed chemical enrichment models have
been implemented into both semi-analytic models (SAMs,
e.g. Arrigoni et al. 2010; Yates et al. 2013), and hydrody-
namical simulations (e.g. Wiersma et al. 2009; Vogelsberger
et al. 2013), and a detailed modelling of the dust chemistry
is the natural next step. Lately there have been works that
incorporated dust models in simulations.

The most detailed semi-analytic (SA) work, which we
use as a basis for our own modelling, is that of PSG17,
which uses the SantaCruz (Somerville & Primack 1999)
SA model. Their model was run on a grid of haloes for a
range of virial masses with trees created using the extended
Press Schechter formalism; whereas our model uses the full
set of trees from the relatively low-resolution but cosmologi-
cally representative Millennium (Springel et al. 2005a), and
the higher-resolution Millennium II (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2009) simulations (hereafter MR and MRII respectively).
Where appropriate, we will make comparison to PSG17 in
the results presented below.

Some recent studies have implemented mechanisms for
dust production and destruction in hydrodynamical simu-
lations. McKinnon et al. (2016) implemented a basic dust
model in the moving mesh code AREPO to investigate dust
formation in Milky Way-sized systems. This model was ex-
tended in McKinnon et al. (2017) to anlayse dust in a di-
verse sample of galaxies accounting for thermal sputttering
of grains. Their model gives results in rough agreement at
low redshifts for the dust mass function, cosmic dust density
and the mean surface density profiles. In McKinnon et al.
(2018) the model was improved to track the dynamical mo-
tion and grain-size evolution of interstellar dust grains. They
predict attenuation curves for galaxies which show large de-
viations from the observed ones. Aoyama et al. (2017); Hi-
rashita et al. (2018) considered a simplified model of dust
grain size distribution by representing the entire range of
grain sizes with large and small grains. They find the as-
sumption of a fixed dust-to-gas ratio to break down for

galaxies older than 0.2 Gigayears (Gyrs) with grain growth
through accretion contributing to a non-linear rise.

1.3 A comment on the observations

To compare simulations with observational data, it is impor-
tant to understand how observers calculate the dust proper-
ties of their galaxy populations. Derivations of physical dust
quantities are generally done using spectral energy distribu-
tion (SED) modelling. Many observational studies of dust
mass (e.g. Casey et al. 2014; Clemens et al. 2013; Vlahakis
et al. 2005) in galaxies fit single or multiple greybodies to
galaxy SEDs by assuming an emissivity index, β and a dust
temperature, Td, which is quite useful when the available
data is limited. More complicated models can also take into
account microscopic dust properties, such as the composi-
tion and grain size (Zubko et al. 2004). These models also
typically assume that the properties and conditions are uni-
form throughout the galaxy (Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2015), or
that the properties in all galaxies at all times are the same
as in the local Universe (Santini et al. 2014). For all these
reasons, it should be appreciated that measurements of dust
mass come with large systematic uncertainties.

At higher redshifts, far infrared (FIR), millimetre (mm)
and sub-millimetre (sub-mm) observations are generally
only possible in extreme galaxies, such as those undergoing
starbursts or heavy AGN activity. Sub-mm and mm obser-
vations have been shown to be powerful tools in determin-
ing how dust and gas are evolving in high-redshift galaxies,
with molecular transitions such as CO and the continuum
emission used to determine the properties of gas (e.g. Greve
et al. 2005; Tacconi et al. 2006; Scott et al. 2011) and dust
(e.g. da Cunha et al. 2008) respectively. Sub-mm observa-
tions are extremely good at tracing the cold dust component
of the galaxy which usually dominates the dust mass. Fur-
ther complications arise from the further heating of dust at
higher redshifts due to the CMB (da Cunha et al. 2013),
and the lack of many observational data points in the FIR
means that a dust temperature can not be calculated from
the SED and one must be assumed. The assumption of a
dust temperature can lead to differing dust masses by up to
an order of magnitude (Schaerer et al. 2015).

1.4 Structure of the paper

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe
briefly the L-Galaxies SA model and some of the key ingre-
dients that have been incorporated, including the new two
phase-model of cold ISM. In Section 3 we introduce our dust
model and describe how it is implemented. We present our
results on dust growth in Section 4, and of the dust content
of galaxies in Section 5. Finally, we present our conclusions
in Section 6.

Throughout this paper we adopt the initial mass func-
tion (IMF) of Chabrier (2003), assume the cosmological pa-
rameters derived by Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2014) and use a solar metallicity value, Z� = 0.0134 (As-
plund et al. 2009).

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)



Dust properties in L-Galaxies 3

2 THE MODEL

Semi analytic models provide a relatively inexpensive
method of self-consistently evolving the baryonic compo-
nents associated with dark matter merger trees, derived
from N-body simulations or Press-Schechter calculations.
The term semi-analytic comes from the use of coupled dif-
ferential equations to capture the essential galaxy formation
physics determining the properties of gas and stars. Most
modern SAMs include descriptions of: primordial infall and
the impact of an ionizing UV background; radiative cooling
of the gas; star formation recipes; metal enrichment; super-
massive black hole growth; supernovae and AGN feedback
processes; and the impact of the environment and mergers
on galaxy morphologies and quenching.

L-Galaxies, (Henriques et al. 2015, and references
therein, hereafter HWT15) has been developed over the
years to include most of the relevant processes that affect
galaxy evolution. In this work we use a modified version
of that model which includes: detailed chemical enrichment
(Section 2.1); the differentiation of molecular and diffuse
atomic phases in the cold gas (see Section 2.2); and the de-
tailed dust model introduced in this paper (see Section 3).
We highlight the changes relevant to our dust model below.
An overview of all the physics contained within the HWT15
version of the model can be found in the appendix of that
paper.
The main non-standard symbols used in our model are:
• µ – fraction of the cold ISM that is in molecular clouds;
• f – fraction of metals within molecular clouds which
condenses into dust;
• g – fraction of metals within the diffuse inter-cloud
medium which condenses into dust.

When describing the dust content, we use the following sub-
scripts:
• d – total amount of dust;
• j – elements;
• x – dust species.

2.1 Detailed chemical enrichment

Many galaxy formation models use an instantaneous recy-
cling approximation that assumes that stars pollute their
environments with metals the moment they are born. Given
the long lifetimes of low-mass stars, this will introduce too
many metals (and thus too much dust) at very early times.
The detailed chemical enrichment model used here (Yates
et al. 2013) only injects metals into the environment at the
end of a star’s life. The model takes the metal production
rate from stellar mass and metallicity dependent yield ta-
bles for type-II supernovae (Portinari et al. 1998), type-Ia
supernovae (Thielemann et al. 2003), and AGB stellar winds
(Marigo 2001).

As discussed in Yates et al. (2013), we follow the pre-
scription of Tinsley (1980) for the total rate of metals j
ejected by a stellar population at a time t:

ÛMj (t) =
∫ Mup

M(t)
Mj (M, Z0)ψ(t − τM) φ(M) dM. (1)

Here Mj (M, Z0) is the mass of metals released by a star of
mass M and initial metallicity Z0, ψ(t−τM) is the star forma-
tion rate at the time of the star’s birth, and φ(M) represents

the normalised initial mass function (IMF) by number. The
lower limit of the integration, M(t), is the mass of a star with
a lifetime t (which would be the lowest mass possible to have
died by this time), and the upper limit, Mup, is the highest
mass star considered in this work, which is 120M�.

The stellar lifetimes used in the chemical enrichment
calculations are taken from the Portinari et al. (1998) mass
and metallicity-dependent tables. These provide the lifetime
of stars of mass 0.6 ≤ M/M� ≤ 120 and for five different
metallicities ranging from Z = 0.0004 to 0.05.

With this chemical enrichment model incorporated,
L-Galaxies is able to simultaneously reproduce a range
of observational data at low redshift, including the mass-
metallicity relation for star-forming galaxies, the abundance
distributions in the Milky Way stellar disc, the alpha en-
hancements in the stellar populations of early-type galaxies,
and the iron content of the hot intra-cluster medium (see
Yates et al. 2013, 2017).

2.2 Molecular gas

The standard L-Galaxies model does not differentiate be-
tween atomic and molecular hydrogen in the cold ISM. To
model this, we implement the molecular hydrogen prescrip-
tion used in Fu et al. (2013) to split the cold gas medium
into two components - the diffuse ISM and molecular clouds.
In that model, the molecular gas fraction µ is given by

µ =


4 − 2s
4 + s

, s < 2;

0, s ≥ 2.
(2)

The parameter s in Equation 2 is defined as

s =
ln

(
1 + 0.6χ + 0.01χ2)

0.6τc
(3)

where χ = 0.76(1 + 3.1Z
′ 0.365) and τc =

0.066 (Σcomp/M�pc−2) Z ′ , with Z
′
= Zgas/Z� being

the gas-phase metallicity relative to the solar value. Also,

Σcomp = cfΣgas (4)

where Σgas = Mcold/πr2
d

is the surface density, rd is the
galaxy disk scale length, and cf is a metallicity-dependent
clumping factor given by

cf =


0.01−0.7, Z ′ ≤ 0.01;
Z
′−0.7, 0.01 < Z ′ < 1;

1, Z ′ ≥ 1.
(5)

In our new model, supernovae and stellar winds are as-
sumed to inject a fraction (1− µ) of their metal and dust into
the diffuse component and a fraction µ into the molecular
cloud component. However, star formation and dust growth
on grains occurs only in molecular clouds.

3 DETAILED DUST MODEL

In this section, we describe the new detailed dust model
that we have incorporated into L-Galaxies. Our model
traces the three dominant sources of dust production in the
Universe; injection by type Ia and type II supernovae, stel-
lar winds from AGB stars, and the growth of dust within
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molecular clouds. We also implement a model of dust de-
struction induced by supernovae shocks and gas heating. We
make the assumption that dust grains only reside within the
cold ISM, as the temperature in the hot circumgalactic and
intra-cluster media around galaxies is sufficiently high that
dust grains will be rapidly destroyed in those gas phases.
This is an oversimplification as dust is observed in both the
CGM (e.g. Peek et al. 2015) and ICM (e.g. Gutiérrez &
López-Corredoira 2014). Tsai & Mathews (1995) adopted
an analytic form for the decrease in the dust grain radius
in the hot phase. The sputtering timescale derived from this
(used in other studies, e.g. McKinnon et al. 2017; Hirashita
et al. 2018) can vary between 1 Myr - 10 Gyr depending
on the temperature and the density of the hot phase. Since
the sputtering timescales of dust in the hot phase is strongly
dependent on the assumed model, we do not consider that
here and focus on the dust content of the ISM. This aspect
will be revisited in a future work.

The dust production rate of a galaxy is therefore

ÛMd(t) = ÛMd,inj + ÛMd,grown − ÛMd,dest − ÛMd,trans, (6)

where ÛMd,inj is the dust yield rate from stellar sources (su-
pernovae and AGB stars), ÛMd,grown is rate of dust growth
in molecular clouds, ÛMd,dest is the dust destruction rate, and
ÛMd,trans is the rate at which dust is transferred out of the

cold ISM through processes such as star formation or merg-
ers. We discuss each of these processes in more detail below.

3.1 Supernova and AGB dust yields

By analogy to Equation 1 we have

ÛMd,inj =

∫ Mup

M(t)
Md(M, Z0)ψ(t − τM ) φ(M) dM, (7)

where Md(M, Z0) is the mass of dust produced by a star of
mass M and initial metallicity Z0, and the other parameters
are as described in Section 2.1. We apply this equation for
both AGB winds from lower-mass stars and for supernovae.

The mass of dust produced by a low mass star of given
mass and metallicity (i.e. AGB stars) is taken from the tables
of Ferrarotti & Gail (2006). In this case, the upper limit of
the integral is the maximum possible mass for an AGB star,
which is about 8M�.

For supernovae, we follow the prescription laid out in
ZGT08. There it is assumed that the mass of dust formed in
a supernova remnant is proportional to the total mass return
of the key element required to form that particular type of
dust. The four types of dust they consider are silicates, car-
bon, iron, and silicon carbides, where the key element that
comprises each species is Si or Mg, C, Fe, and Si, respec-
tively.

We use the following equation to govern the production
rate of dust formed by supernovae for the four separate dust
species (denoted by a subscript x) that we consider:

ÛMx = ηx ÛMj
Ax

Aj
, (8)

where ÛMj is the mass return rate of the key element, which
we obtain from our detailed chemical enrichment model as
described in Section 2.1, and Ax and Aj are the atomic
weights of the dust species and key element, respectively.

Table 1. The conversion efficiencies used for the production of
dust grains in supernovae remnants based on the mass return of

key metals.

Dust Species (x)

silicates carbon iron SiC

ηx,SNII 0.00035 0.15 0.001 0.0003

ηx,SNIA 0.0 0.0 0.005 0.0

Ax 172.0 12.01 55.85 40.10

Key Element (j)

Si / Mg C Fe Si
A j 121.4 / 24.31 12.01 55.85 28.09

The condensation efficiency parameter, ηx , is used for con-
verting a specific element into dust, as estimated from ob-
servations of local supernovae remnants. These efficiency pa-
rameters are defined considering the effects of the reverse
shock and are therefore smaller than they would be for ini-
tial dust condensation.

We apply Equation 8 to all four different dust species
for type II supernovae, and for iron-based dust from type Ia
supernovae. The values of the parameters that we use are
given in Table 1.

3.2 Grain growth in molecular clouds

A complete model for grain growth would consider how the
accretion of different elements varies with different grain
sizes, shapes, compositions and grain chemistry, but this
would become very complicated. Here, we follow PSG17
in adopting a simpler model in which grain growth inside
molecular clouds occurs on a timescale referred to as the ac-
cretion timescale (τacc), and exchange of materials between
the molecular clouds and the diffuse media is governed by an
exchange timescale (τexch) which is also the average lifetime
of molecular clouds and is set to 10 Myr (Zhukovska 2014).

For each element j in the molecular-cloud component
of the ISM, we set a maximum condensation fraction that
can be locked up in dust, fj,max. There is also an implicit
maximum gj , which is set by the fj,max in the molecular
clouds. This we fix at unity for the refractory elements Mg,
Si, Ca, and Fe, while for N, Ne and S it is set to 0. Neon
is unreactive, nitrogen is mostly bound up in volatile gases
and sulphur shows little or no incorporation into dust grains
(Jones 2000). In the case of carbon and oxygen, we follow
ZGT08 to estimate fj,max. Some carbon is locked up as CO in
the molecular clouds and thus not available for grain growth.
Observations estimate the fraction of carbon that is locked
up as CO inside molecular clouds to be around 20-40 %
(Irvine et al. 1987; van Dishoeck & Blake 1998). In our model
we fix this at 30 %, thus setting fC;max = 0.7. In the case of
oxygen, we assume it is present in dust in the form of metal
oxides. Thus, the maximum fraction of available oxygen is
set by the amount of other elements present to form these
compounds, which are silicates and iron oxides in our model.
Following ZGT08, we adopt olivine ([MgyFe1−y ]2SiO4) and
pyroxene (MgyFe1−ySiO3) as the major silicate compounds
in the ISM in the ratio 32:68; here we take y = 0.8. In
the case of iron oxides, we assume hematite (Fe2O3) and
magnetite (Fe3O4) are the major compounds, contributing

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Figure 1. Evolution of the fractions fC and gC for different values of τexch and µ with an initial dust fraction fC = gC = 0.05. These plots

are valid for a constant value of τacc, which in our model decreases with the production of more dust, speeding up the saturation of the
two fractions. The horizontal dot-dashed line represents the maximum permissible condensation value, fixed here at 0.7 for carbon. The

vertical lines show the ratios of the accretion and exchange timescales.

equally towards dust growth. Thus for oxygen the maximum
condensed fraction in molecular clouds depends on the chem-
ical composition.

Grain growth is then implemented by solving the fol-
lowing pair of coupled differential equations at each timestep
within the simulation:

d fj
dt
=

fj,max − fj
τacc

+
gj − fj
τexch

; (9)

dgj
dt
=

fj − gj
τexch

µ

1 − µ =
fj − gj
τ′exch

(10)

where fj and gj are the condensation fractions of element j
in dust within the molecular clouds and the diffuse medium,
respectively, and τ′exch is the effective exchange timescale over
which all the ISM in a galaxy is cycled through molecular
clouds (see Zhukovska 2014).

Figure 1 shows how the condensation fractions fj and
gj evolve for the particular case of carbon. Columns show
different τexch/τacc ratios, and rows show different molecular
gas fractions, µ. For values of τexch � τacc, the condensa-
tion fractions evolve similarly for both high and low µ. For
τexch � τacc, fC saturates at fC,max relatively quickly. How-
ever, gC takes a much longer time to reach its maximum
allowed value, with its evolution being particularly slow in
regions with low µ (i.e. dominated by diffuse gas).

Because dust catalyses the formation of other dust,

we use the following expression for the accretion timescale,
which differs from some of the expressions used in previous
studies in that it uses the dust mass instead of the metal
mass in the denominator:

τacc = τacc,0 ×
(

Total mass in clouds

Mass of dust in clouds

)
(11)

We require a short cooling time, τacc,0 . 5×104 yr to match
the high dust masses observed at high redshift, and we adopt
this as our canonical value (note that this is lower than the
15 Myr used in PSG17 because of our use of dust fraction
rather than metallicity in the growth equation). The impact
of varying the value of τacc,0, as well as the evolution of τacc
with redshift, is discussed in Appendix A.

We also show in Figure 2 the depletion fraction
i.e. Mj,dust/(Mj,cold + Mj,dust) against total gas-phase ISM
metallicity in our model for the case of carbon and oxygen.
We find that the typical carbon depletion fraction increases
over cosmic time, whereas the typical oxygen depletion frac-
tion maintains a value of 0.1 - 0.2 below z ∼ 4. Our values
are comparable to those adopted by emission-line modelling
studies (e.g. Groves et al. 2004; Gutkin et al. 2016), and
our model reproduces the expectation that oxygen has a
relatively low depletion onto dust grains (e.g. Jones 2000;
Jenkins 2009).

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Figure 2. Carbon and oxygen depletion fractions plotted against
the total cold-gas metallicity for z = 0. Blue and brown lines

denote the median result from galaxies in our model, with the

dashed lines denoting the 84 and 16 percentiles.

3.3 Dust destruction

We implement a model of dust destruction due to the effects
of supernovae induced shock waves following the prescription
of McKee (1989):

ÛMd,dest =
Md
τdest

, (12)

where τdest is the timescale for destruction of dust.

τdest =
Mcold

Mcleared fSNRSN
(13)

where Mcold is the mass of the cold ISM in the galaxy, and
RSN the rate of supernovae type II and type Ia going off in the
stellar disk, which we directly model. The other two quan-
tities are parameters of the model: Mcleared is the amount of
cold gas that is totally cleared of dust by an average super-
novae which we fix at a lower estimate from Hu et al. (2019)
of 1200 M�; fSN accounts for the effects of correlated super-
novae and supernovae out of the plane of the galaxy, and is
set to 0.36 (McKee 1989; Zhukovska & Henning 2013; Lak-
ićević et al. 2015). For a galaxy of similar stellar and cold-gas
mass to the Milky Way, this formalism returns a τdest in good
agreement with the estimates obtained by Hu et al. (2019)
for their hydrodynamical simulations of the multiphase ISM
in the solar neighbourhood.

We assume that the destruction mechanisms act equally
on all types and locations of dust, so that Equation 12 can be
applied equally to all dust species. We do not consider dust
destruction due to UV radiation, cosmic rays or grain-grain
collisions.

3.4 Dust transfer

In this section, we briefly describe the other physical pro-
cesses within L-Galaxies that act on material within the
cold gas phase and thus impact the dust content of galaxies.

3.4.1 Star formation

Stars form from the material present in their birth clouds.
We therefore transfer the dust within molecular clouds to the
stellar component in proportion to the total mass of stars
formed:

ÛMd = −
Md

Mcloud
ÛM∗ (14)

where Md is the mass of dust within, and Mcloud the total
mass of, the molecular clouds, and ÛM∗ is the star formation
rate. It should be noted that the star formation prescription
is the same as in Henriques et al. (2015).

3.4.2 Mergers

L-Galaxies has separate prescriptions for minor and major
mergers. In a major merger, the gas discs of the two progen-
itor galaxies are assumed to be completely removed through
merger-induced star formation and the associated galactic
winds driven by supernovae. As we made the assumption
that dust can only exist within the ISM, this effectively de-
stroys the dust.

In a minor merger, the disc of the larger galaxy survives
and the cold gas component of the smaller galaxy is accreted
onto it. In this case, we assume the dust components of
the two merging galaxies survive and are placed into the
respective disc component of the more massive galaxy.

3.4.3 Other dust destruction mechanisms

There are several other mechanisms, such as reheating or
cooling, that transfer dust between different gas phases in a
galaxy, such as when supernovae heat up cold gas. Whenever
any dust is transferred out of the ISM within our model, we
destroy that dust and return it to its metal components.
Since we assume dust is completely destroyed in the hot
phase, no dust gets transferred from hot to cold phase – this
will not significantly alter our results, as there is already
a strong equilibrium between the rate of dust production
and destruction in the ISM in our current formalism. We
direct the reader to the appendix of HWT15 for a complete
description of all the processes that affect the gas phases.

4 RESULTS: DUST GROWTH

In this section, we begin to present some of the results of our
model regarding the nature and efficiency of dust growth; in
the next section, we will look at the resultant dust content of
galaxies. We run the model using the dark matter subhalo
trees from the Millennium (hereafter MR, Springel et al.
2005b) and Millennium-II (hereafter MRII, Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2009) N-body simulations of hierarchical structure for-
mation, in order to test our model on a cosmological volume
of galaxies, applying a stellar mass selection cut in the re-
spective simulations. Galaxies below/above a stellar mass of
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109M� are selected from from MRII/MR, respectively.1 The
disjoint median lines and hex density on the plots that follow
can be attributed to the different volumes of the two simula-
tions. The analysis is restricted to central galaxies (the most
massive galaxy inside the halo virial radius), unless stated
otherwise.

4.1 Dust-to-Metal (DTM) ratio

The most fundamental diagnostic and test of our model is
the dust-to-metal (DTM, Mdust/(Mmetals+Mdust)) ratio which
measures the efficiency with which metals are converted in
to dust.

4.1.1 DTM versus stellar mass

Figure 3 shows how the DTM ratio varies with stellar mass,
with the green coloured observational data points taken from
Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015). The solid line shows the median
result of the galaxies in our model, while the dashed lines
show the 84 and 16 percentiles. The hex diagram in grey
shows a 2D density distribution of galaxies in our model.
The dotted, red line in the plot shows the maximum pos-
sible DTM ratio in our model (for the median metallicity),
assuming that grain growth has saturated (i.e. fj = fj,max

for every element). The blue dotted line shows the median
DTM ratio obtained from stellar dust production mecha-
nisms alone. The slight displacement of the median DTM
ratio below the saturation value at low redshift is due to
dust destruction mechanisms that offset some of the grain
growth; the slight offset of the median DTM ratio above
the blue line at high redshift is due to the fact that dust
growth takes off very quickly. The transition from galaxies
dominated by dust injected by stellar sources (mostly type II
SNe) and that dominated by grain growth occurs at z ∼ 6, as
illustrated in Figure 4 which shows the fraction of galaxies
in different DTM ratio bins.

The Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015) data shown in Figure 3
combines two samples of local galaxies from the Herschel:
Dwarf Galaxy Survey (DGS Madden et al. 2013, to study
low-metallicity systems) and the Key Insights on Nearby
Galaxies: a Far-Infrared Survey with Herschel (KINGFISH
Kennicutt et al. 2011, mostly spiral galaxies along with
several early-type and dwarf galaxies to include metal-rich
galaxies). They use a semi-empirical dust SED model pre-
sented in Galliano et al. (2011) to derive dust masses and
estimate systematic errors of order 2−3. The DTM ratio pre-
dictions from our model show reasonable agreement with
this data, although the dispersion in the model predictions
is lower, and some of the highest observed DTM ratios are
incompatible with the predictions of our model: the extent
to which that is due to observational uncertainty is hard to
assess.

The transition from the lower to the upper locus in Fig-
ures 3 & 4 is largely a function of the age of the galaxy –
grain growth needs time to act (see also Appendix A). This
is shown clearly in Figure 5 which plots the same relation
with galaxies coloured by their mass-weighted stellar age.

1 The precise choice is unimportant as the two agree over approx-

imately a decade in the stellar mass function.

Although the precise time taken for grain growth to satu-
rate will depend upon the metallicity and initial dust con-
tent of the ISM, it takes of order 1 Gyr to do so. A study
by Inoue (2003) has also shown that the evolutionary tracks
in the metallicity – DTM ratio plane depends on the star-
formation history.

At z = 0, the DTM ratio in some of the oldest, most
massive galaxies has again begun to fall slightly and in some
significantly – these are early types for which the molecular
gas content of the cold ISM is low. We can therefore see
that a galaxy’s DTM ratio depends strongly on it’s age, but
also more weakly on it’s chemical enrichment, molecular gas
consumption, and other factors relating to its evolutionary
history.

4.1.2 DTM versus metallicity

Figure 6 shows the DTM ratio as a function of the gas-
phase ISM oxygen abundance (i.e. the oxygen not locked up
in dust). At z = 0, we again compare to observations from
Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015). We match the normalization of
the observations for 12+log10(O/H)> 8 and also some scatter
down to low DTM ratios, noting that the low-DTM observa-
tional data tend to have the largest uncertainties. At higher
redshifts, we show a good fit to the DTM ratios deduced
by observations of gamma ray bursts (GRBs Wiseman et al.
2017) and damped lyman-alpha emitters (DLAs De Cia et al.
2016).

4.1.3 DTM fitting function

As we have seen, the DTM ratio can vary by a large amount,
depending upon the evolutionary history of a galaxy. It
would be useful to be able to capture that behaviour with a
suitable fitting function. Motivated by our conclusions ear-
lier in this section, we posit the following functional form:

DTMfit = D0+ (D1−D0)
[
1−exp

(
−α(Z/Z�)β(Age/τ)γ

) ]
, (15)

where D0 and D1 represent the initial type II SNe dust injec-
tion and the saturation value, respectively, Z is the metallic-
ity of the interstellar medium, Age is the mass-weighted age
of the stellar population, and τ = τacc,0/D0 Z is an estimate
of the initial dust growth timescale after dust injection from
type II supernovae but prior to the initiation of dust growth
on grains.

The best fit values (using the Levenberg-
Marquardt method implemented in the python package
scipy.optimize.curve_fit) are:

D0 = 1.155 × 10−2,

D1 = 0.362,
α = 0.599,
β = 0.756,
γ = −1.363.

The above fitting function is plotted against the DTM
ratio in the model in Figure 7 for z = 0 − 8. The majority
of galaxies lie close to the fit, well within about a factor of
2, although the full dispersion in DTM ratios is not fully
captured. As might be expected, the highest dispersion oc-
curs at intermediate redshifts when the majority of galaxies
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Figure 3. The dust-to-metal ratio as a function of stellar mass from z = 0 − 8. The orange line shows the median result from galaxies in
our model, with the dashed lines denoting the 84 and 16 percentiles. The red dotted line represents the saturation limit calculated from

average metal abundances in the model while the blue dotted line is the median DTM ratio obtained from stellar injection alone. Green

points show the observational constraints from Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015).

are transitioning between low and high DTM ratios. This
then provides a good estimate of dust extinction should the
metallicity and age of a galaxy be known, and offers a signifi-
cant improvement upon the fixed DTM ratios often assumed
in the literature (e.g. Wilkins et al. 2017). We show in the
appendix that the same fitting function holds good for dif-
ferent choices of τacc,0.

4.2 Integrated dust production rates

The detailed dust model we have built includes several dif-
ferent dust production and destruction mechanisms that all
contribute to the final dust properties of the galaxies in our
model. Figure 8 shows the mean dust production (or destruc-

tion) rate densities as a function of redshift for galaxies in
the (480 h−1Mpc)3 MR simulation. The total dust destruc-
tion rate plotted includes destruction from supernovae, star
formation, and reheating. We also plot the star formation
rate density for comparison.

We can see that grain growth in molecular clouds domi-
nates the production of dust over the redshift range z = 0−8,
rapidly increasing towards its peak at z = 2. The destruction
rate closely follows the dominant grain growth production
rate, suggesting that any dust destroyed is rapidly recycled
by grain growth. While at very early times type II super-
novae dominate the production of dust. Thus, at the highest
redshifts, the dispersion in the DTM ratio is small, with the
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Figure 4. The distribution of DTM ratios for various redshifts

from 8 to 0. The peak of the distribution clearly shifts from low
to high values over cosmic time.

dispersion increasing rapidly as grain growth takes over at
z < 8.

If we look at the stellar contributions to the dust con-
tent, we see that type II supernovae are the dominant stel-
lar production mechanism across the whole redshift range,
peaking at z ∼ 2, closely following the shape of the star
formation rate as one would expect. Dust production (and
metal enrichment) from Type Ia supernovae is shifted to
slightly later times, due to the power-law delay-time distri-
bution (DTD) we assume, which allows ∼ 52 per cent of the
supernovae to explode > 400 Myr after star formation (see
Yates et al. 2013). Nonetheless, Type Ia supernovae never
have a significant impact on the dust production rate. Pro-
duction by AGB stars is also negligible at early times, but
rises at late times to rates approaching that of type IIs.

It is important to note that, although grain growth is
the dominant dust formation mechanism at all redshifts be-
low z = 8 when averaged over the whole galaxy population,
the dust content of individual galaxies can vary enormously.
At z = 6, for example, grain growth exceeds stellar dust in-
jection by a factor of 6, but the spread in DTM ratios seen
in Figure 4 extends over more than a decade.

The variation of the dust production rates with stellar
mass is shown in Figure 9 for z = 0 for star forming galaxies
(defined here as galaxies with a specific star formation rate,
sSFR > 1/3tH(z), where tH(z) is the age of the Universe at
redshift z). From this it is clear that there is very little de-
pendence of dust growth and destruction upon galaxy mass.
The same holds too at all other redshifts.

If we compare our dust production rates with the
PSG17 model (their Figures 8 & 10), this is bound to be
different since the models differ in the grain growth imple-

mentation as well as the dust yield tables used for stellar pro-
duction mechanisms. But the trends seen in both the models
are similar in the sense that grain growth dominates over
all the other production mechanisms at almost all redshifts
from z = 0-8. In their model, the median grain growth rate is
approximately 3 orders of magnitude higher than any stellar
production mechanisms for high stellar mass (> 1010M�) at
all redshifts. In our model, the dust production rate from
SNII and grain growth is similar at z ∼ 8. Also, we note that
the production rates for each the various sources (SNe-II,
AGB stars, and grain growth) are similar between the two
models at high mass, whereas they are three to four orders
of magnitude greater at low mass in our model compared to
PSG17. These differences in the dust production rates from
different processes are reflected in slight differences seen in
our results for the dust content of galaxies, discussed in the
next section.

5 RESULTS: DUST CONTENT OF GALAXIES

In this section we compare the predicted dust content of
galaxies in our model to observations such as the dust-to-
gas ratio, the stellar-mass – dust-mass relation and the dust
mass function.

5.1 Dust-to-Gas (DTG) ratio

We compare the DTG ratio to two different properties, first,
to see how the DTG ratio varies with stellar mass in Fig-
ure 10, and secondly how it varies with oxygen abundance,
as seen in Figure 11. Because of the difficulty in obtaining
observational data for comparison, we show only results for
z = 0; at higher redshifts, the DTG ratio exhibits the same
behaviour seen for the DTM ratio in Figure 3.

In Figure 10, we compare the DTG ratio of our model
versus stellar mass against observations from Rémy-Ruyer
et al. (2015). The median value of our model fits the ob-
servations well, particularly above stellar masses of 108M�.
Below this value, there may be a downturn in the DTG ratio
in the data, that we do not see. Figure 11 shows the same
data plotted as a function of oxygen abundance and here we
see that the low DTG ratios are associated with low metal
abundance, and that the observations and the model overlap
quite well. The reason for the discrepancy seen at low masses
in Figure 10 is therefore due to the fact that our low-mass
galaxies mostly have higher oxygen abundance than those
in the Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015) sample.

The PSG17 model exhibits a similar trend to our pre-
dictions when the DTG ratio is plotted as a function of stel-
lar mass (their Figure 4). But at all redshifts their fiducial
model exhibits a steeper slope, such that their lower mass
model galaxies have lower DTG ratios.

5.2 Dust versus stellar mass

The dust mass versus stellar mass relation is shown in Fig-
ure 12. The evolution in dust masses mimics that shown in
Figure 3 for the DTM ratio. At z = 0 most of the galaxies
have saturated dust growth on grains. This persists up to
z = 4, after which there is a gradual transition down to the
levels expected for dust injection from stellar sources.
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Figure 5. The dust-to-metal ratio as a function of stellar mass from z = 0 − 8, same as Figure 3, with galaxies coloured according to
their mass-weighted stellar age of the galaxy in Gyrs. Green points show the observational constraints from Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015).

The stellar-dust mass parameter space is one where we
have observational constraints across a very large range of
redshifts. The coloured points in Figure 12 represent obser-
vations from a number of different studies (DustPedia col-
laboration Davies et al. 2017; Ciesla et al. 2014; da Cunha
et al. 2015; Mancini et al. 2015; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2015;
Santini et al. 2014). The DustPedia data combine the Her-
schel/Planck observations with that from other sources of
data, and provide observations at numerous wavelengths
across the spectral energy distribution. The dust masses
are fitted using CIGALE assuming either the dust model
from Draine et al. (2014) or their own called THEMIS (see
Davies et al. 2017). We use the dust masses fitted by the
former model, since the latter has a lower normalisation at
z = 0 compared to our dust masses. The Ciesla et al. (2014)
data uses the Herschel Reference Survey (Boselli et al. 2010),

where the dust masses are obtained using the SED templates
described in Draine & Li (2007). da Cunha et al. (2015)
derives dust masses from a sample of sub-mm galaxies in
the Alma LESS survey using the SED fitting techniques de-
scribed in da Cunha et al. (2008). Some of the galaxies in
the sample only have photometric redshifts and thus the red-
shift is kept as a free parameter in their fitting technique.
Mancini et al. (2015) uses ALMA and PdBI observations
with upper limits on the dust continuum emission. They de-
rive the stellar masses using the mean relation between the
UV magnitude and the dust mass assuming Td = 35K and
β = 1.5. Santini et al. (2014) uses galaxies in the GOODS-
S and GOODS-N field as well as the COSMOS field which
have FIR observations carried out using Herschel. They also
use the SED templates of Draine & Li (2007) as a description
for their dust masses.
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Figure 6. The dust-to-metal ratio as a function of their metallicity from z = 0-8. The orange line shows the median result from galaxies
in our model, with the dashed lines denoting the 84 and 16 percentiles. Green blue and red points show the observational constraints

from Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015), De Cia et al. (2016) and Wiseman et al. (2017) respectively.

The first thing to note is that there is a significant off-
set in normalisation between the different observational data
sets at z = 0. Thus we see that, while the median dust con-
tent predicted by our model is consistent with the LTGs from
DustPedia and Ciesla et al. (2014) data, it lies well above
that of Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015) and Santini et al. (2014).
This reflects the different observational biases and system-
atic uncertainties in the estimation of dust content. For ex-
ample, the Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015) sample contains some
massive AGN-host galaxies which are presumably older and
have low gas fractions, leading to smaller dust masses. Also
a part of their sample (DGS, Madden et al. 2013) was cho-
sen to study low-metallicity environments and hence exhibit
smaller dust masses.

Although the median dust level is acceptable, it would

appear that we have many galaxies, particularly at masses
above about 1010 M�, whose dust content is significantly
higher than those seen in the observational samples con-
sidered here. This could come about in one of three ways:
too much cold gas; too high a metallicity in the cold gas;
too high a dust-to-metal (DTM) ratio. The cold gas content
of galaxies in the HWT15 model was considered in Mar-
tindale et al. (2017) and while the Hi mass function was
in good agreement with the observations, the gas-to-stellar
mass ratio is, if anything, slightly too low (although the se-
lection functions for the Hi surveys are hard to reproduce).
Similarly, Yates et al. (2013) showed that the oxygen abun-
dance of cold gas in our model is in good agreement with
observations from SDSS. Finally, Section 4.1 of this paper
shows that the DTM ratio is in good agreement with that of
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Figure 7. The DTM fitting function in Equation 15 is plotted

against the DTM ratio from the model as contour enclosing dif-

ferent percentiles of the data. The blue, green and red contour
lines represent model galaxies with z ≤ 2, 3 ≤ z ≤ 5 and 6 ≤ z ≤ 8
respectively. Solid, dashed and dotted lines represent the 50, 68

and 95th percentile respectively. The dashed black line represents
the one-to-one relation between the fitting function and the data.

Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015). It is thus slightly perplexing that
we seem to have these galaxies with excessive dust. We note
that in our model, we have ignored possible dust destruction
due to the effects of cosmic rays, photoevaporation or AGN
activity that start to play a major role in high mass galaxies.

There is also a significant spread in observed dust
masses to lower values at high stellar masses at z = 0 due
to the presence of elliptical early-type galaxies (ETGs) with
low molecular gas content. We predict many such galaxies
in our model (see also Figure 5) but in a lower proportion
than in the DustPedia data set – it is unclear to what extent
this is an observational selection effect.

At higher redshifts, up to z = 4, the upper locus of our
dust masses lies, if anything, slightly below the observations,
and at z = 5, 6 and 7 it is well below. We note, however, that
almost all of the Mancini data are upper limits, and that
the da Cunha et al. (2015) data are ALMA observations
of sub-mm galaxies which are some of the brightest star-
forming galaxies at that particular redshift, hence a popu-
lation biased towards more dust-rich systems. The dotted
red lines in Figure 12 show the saturation value (as dis-
cussed in Section 4.1). To reproduce any observations lying
above this would require either a higher cold gas content,
or a higher metallicity (i.e. earlier enrichment) in the semi-
analytic model.

PSG17 also found mixed success in matching observa-
tions of the stellar mass – dust mass relation (their Figure
2) in both local and high-redshift galaxies. At z = 0, their
median relation lies below the observations of Ciesla et al.
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Figure 8. The production rate of dust through different mech-

anisms as a function of redshift for the MR run. Red, blue and

yellow lines show the contribution from stellar sources of dust
production, type II supernovae (SNII), AGB stars and type Ia

supernovae (SNIA) respectively. The green line (largely obscured)

shows the contribution from grain growth (GG) inside molecular
clouds. The black line shows the dust destruction rate (DEST).

The orange line shows the net total dust production rate (NET),
taking into account all production and destruction. We also plot

the star formation rate (SFR) density as a dashed cyan line for

comparison.

(2014), but follows the trend seen by Rémy-Ruyer et al.
(2015) at low mass, where they reproduce a steep stellar
mass – dust mass relation. This is chiefly due to the longer
accretion timescales they assume at low molecular gas den-
sities, which can reach around 1 Gyr (see their Figure 1),
compared to values closer to 10 Myr for this work (see Fig-
ure A1). They have galaxy masses up to 3 × 1011 M� at all
redshifts up to z = 9, finding a median dust-to-stellar mass
relation with a steeper slope than our results, thus providing
a better match to the high redshift observations than we do.
We note that these differences in our results are driven by
the strong molecular-gas dependence in their empirical τacc

prescription, which is in turn driven by the enhanced star-
formation efficiency they assume at ΣH2,crit > 70M�/pc−2

(their Equation 1); our model assumes much smaller vari-
ations in the properties of molecular clouds in galaxies of
different surface densities.
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Figure 9. The production rate of different dust mechanisms as

a function of stellar mass, shown for z = 0. Blue, red and yel-
low lines show the median contribution from stellar sources of

dust production: AGB stars, type II supernovae and type Ia su-
pernovae respectively, with the dashed lines denoting the 84 and

16 percentiles. The green line shows the contribution from grain

growth inside molecular clouds. The black line shows the dust
destruction rate.
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Figure 10. The dust-to-gas ratio as a function of stellar mass
for z = 0. The orange line shows the median result from galax-
ies in our model, with the dashed lines denoting the 84 and 16
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Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015).
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Figure 11. The dust-to-gas ratio as a function of gas phase metal-

licity for z = 0. The orange line shows the median result from
galaxies in our model, with the dashed lines denoting the 84 and

16 percentiles. Green points show the observational constraints
from Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015).

5.3 Dust mass function

Figure 13 shows the dust mass function at z = 0. The red line
shows the results of the Millennium-II simulation, and the
black line the Millennium simulation. We compare with ob-
servations from Vlahakis et al. (2005), Clemens et al. (2013)
and Eales et al. (2009). Vlahakis et al. (2005) derived the
local sub-mm luminosity and dust mass functions using the
SCUBA (the Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Ar-
ray) Local Universe Galaxy Survey (SLUGS) and the IRAS
Point Source Catalog Redshift Survey (PSCz). They fit two
component grey bodies to their SEDs with emissivity in-
dex β = 2 and dust temperature in the range 17-24 K. The
‘A’ sample determines dust masses using a dust tempera-
ture obtained from isothermal SED fitting, and the ‘B’ dust
mass function has been calculated using a dust tempera-
ture of 20 K. Clemens et al. (2013) combined Herschel data
with Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE), Spitzer
and Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) observations to
investigate the properties of a flux-limited sample of local
star-forming galaxies. They fit their SEDs with modified
blackbody spectra using β ' 2 and dust temperatures in the
range 10-25 K. Eales et al. (2009) uses data obtained from
the Balloon-borne Large Aperture Submillimeter Telescope
(BLAST), using the greybody relation assuming a dust tem-
perature of 20K.

We find that the model provides a good fit to the Vla-
hakis et al. (2005) observations at low and intermediate dust
masses, but under-predicts the number density when com-
pared with Clemens et al. (2013) at the same mass range.
The knee of the mass function is at a lower mass in Vla-
hakis et al. (2005) compared to our model output, while in
Clemens et al. (2013) it roughly coincides with our model.
At the high mass end, our predicted number densities are
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Figure 12. The stellar-dust mass relation for redshifts z = 0 − 8. The orange line shows the median result from galaxies in our model,
with the dashed lines denoting the 84 and 16 percentiles. Pink, violet, red, green, blue, crimson and brown points show the observational

constraints from the DustPedia archive (see Davies et al. 2017, separated into ETGs and LTGs), Ciesla et al. (2014), Rémy-Ruyer et al.

(2015), Santini et al. (2014), da Cunha et al. (2015) and Mancini et al. (2015) respectively. At redshifts 5 and above, the dotted red line
shows the maximal dust content that could be predicted by our model, assuming saturated grain growth and no dust destruction.

higher than both the observational data sets. This result is
consistent with that of the previous section, that we over-
predict the dust content of many massive galaxies at z = 0 in
our model. On comparing our model predictions to the Eales
et al. (2009) data for z = 1, we instead appear to slightly
under-predict the dust mass function at high masses.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have run a modified version of the L-Galaxies semi-
analytic model which includes a prescription of dust mod-
elling on the full Millennium and Millennium-II trees. By
combining both the Millennium simulations we are able to

make use of both the higher volume in order to find rarer
objects, but also the higher mass resolution of Millennium-II
to probe lower mass galaxies. Our conclusions are as follows:

(i) Our grain growth model follows that of previous work,
as described in Popping et al. (2017), but following sepa-
rately the dust content in molecular clouds and the inter-
cloud medium. We find that, in certain regimes, this can
have a significant impact upon the dust growth rate (Fig-
ure 1).

(ii) The dust-to-metal (DTM) ratio (Figure 3) shows an
evolution from low to high ratios, the former correspond-
ing to dust injection from type II supernovae, and the other
to maximal, saturated dust production occurring via dust
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Figure 13. The Dust Mass Function (DMF) for redshifts z = 0
and 1. The black line shows the prediction of our model using the

underlying dark matter Millennium simulation, and the red line

for Millennium-II. Observations are taken from Vlahakis et al.
(2005) and Clemens et al. (2013) at z = 0, and from Eales et al.

(2009) for z = 1.

growth on grains. The latter dominates at redshifts below
z ≈ 4. A significantly populated transition region is seen at
z = 6.

(iii) By colouring with age (Figure 5) we show that this is
the primary driver of the movement from low to high DTM
ratio.

(iv) When plotted as a function of gas-phase metallicity,
we find a reasonable fit to the observations at all redshifts
(Figure 6).

(v) We present a fitting relation for the DTM ratio, de-
pendent on the metallicity and mass-weighted age of the
galaxy stellar population. That provides a good fit to the
model at both low and high redshift, but with some scatter
at intermediate redshifts due to the varied growth histories
of galaxies (Equation 15 and Figure 7).

(vi) Grain growth is the dominant dust production mech-
anism at all redshifts below z = 8 (Figure 8). Dust destruc-
tion rate closely follows the grain growth production rate,
suggesting prompt recycling of any dust content. We note,
however, that Figure 3 shows that by z = 6 only half of galax-
ies lie on the upper locus of DTM-ratio. Thus the detailed
history of galaxy formation is important for determining the
dust content of any individual galaxy.

(vii) The dust growth rates show little dependence on
galaxy mass (Figure 9).

(viii) We find a good fit to the shape and normalisation
of the dust-to-gas ratio at z = 0 when plotted as a func-
tion of both stellar mass (Figure 10) and oxygen abundance
(Figure 11).

(ix) We find a reasonable fit to the shape and normalisa-
tion of the observations in the stellar-dust mass plot (Fig-
ure 12) over a wide range of redshifts, z = 0− 7. We have an
excess of very dusty, massive galaxies at z = 0, perhaps due
to a lack of destruction mechanisms. we fail to predict the
dustiest galaxies at z > 5, which hints that our dust growth
rate may be too slow, or the destruction rate too high; how-
ever, we note that the interpretation of the observations are
very uncertain at these redshifts.

(x) There is a good agreement between the predicted z = 0
dust mass function at the intermediate and low dust masses
with observations; however we over predict the number den-
sity of galaxies at the highest dust masses (Figure 13). This
again suggests that we may have too much dust in the most
massive galaxies.

The model that we have presented here is deficient in at
least 2 respects. Firstly, it assumes that dust is instantly de-
stroyed in the hot (coronal) phase of the interstellar medium.
Secondly, we ignore the effect of dust on the physics of galaxy
formation: the formation of molecules on grains, and the
coupling to radiative feedback, for example. This will be in-
vestigated in future work.

It seems evident from our work that, at sufficiently high
redshift, there will be a transition from high (saturated dust
growth) to much lower (primarily type II supernovae) dust-
to-metal ratios. The precise redshift at which this happens
depends upon uncertain grain growth and destruction time-
scales. Nonetheless, it is important to appreciate that there
will be a wide variety of DTM ratios in galaxies at high red-
shift. The situation will become much clearer over the next
few years with deep extragalactic surveys such as those pro-
posed by EUCLID, WFIRST and JWST and follow-up with
ground-based observations from facilities such as ALMA.
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found at https://github.com/aswinpvijayan/LGalaxies_

paper_plots

APPENDIX A: ACCRETION TIMESCALE

Here we will discuss how the accretion timescale varies with
redshift as well the impact of choosing a different τacc,0 on
our dust model.

Figure A1 shows the distribution of τacc plotted against
stellar mass for z = 0 − 8. The age of the Universe at each
redshift is also plotted for comparison. The median value of
τacc moves towards lower values as we move to lower redshifts
due to the increase in the DTG ratio (see equation 11). Note
that there are a lot of galaxies at high redshift (z ≥ 6) that
have τacc values similar to the age of the Universe at that
particular redshift – this is also the reason for very low values
of DTG or DTM ratio, with comparable or higher values of
the stellar production rate compared to grain growth. As
we move towards lower redshift, most τacc values start to
dip beneath the age of the Universe and at z ≤ 2 the median
values are 3 to 4 orders of magnitude less than the age of the
Universe. Thus the choice of τacc,0 has a negligible effect at
low redshifts but can be be quite significant in determining
the galaxy dust mass at high redshifts.

To see the effect of modifying the value of τacc,0 on
the galaxy dust mass we consider values ranging from
5 × 103 − 106 yr. The median dust-stellar mass relation for
z = 0, 2, 5 and 6 with these accretion timescales are shown in
Figure A2. The dust-stellar mass relation at z = 0 is not dras-
tically affected by changes in τacc,0, except for τacc,0 = 106 yr
where the median is about 0.5 dex lower than the other me-
dian values at intermediate stellar masses – this is because
the dust growth timescale becomes comparable to the de-
struction timescale. Similarly, at z = 2 the DTM ratio for
τacc,0 = 106 yr has decreased by more than an order of mag-
nitude. At z = 5 and 6 the changes are more visible with a
spread in DTM ratios becoming apparent as τacc,0 is varied.
The main point to take away from this is that grain growth
requires time to act, and that timescale depends on the value
of τacc,0.

We also compare how our fitting function, Equation 15
performs for different values of τacc,0 in Figure A3. For this

we ran our model with τacc,0 values of 104, 105 and 106 yr,
and obtain the expected DTM ratio using the correspond-
ing τacc,0 values in Equation 15. We see that the fit does a

good job for τacc,0 = 104 yr where we expect DTM ratios to
be near saturation, while for the higher τacc,0 values we see

considerable scatter in the fit. This scatter for τacc,0 = 106 yr
directly follows from our previous discussion of the grain
growth timescales. This has led to a bimodal distribution at
z ≤ 2, with the grain growth dominated population at the
top and the stellar injection dominated ones at the bottom.
The sharp cut-off in the bottom population is an artifact of
our fitting function, as it can not have values less than D0.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A1. The accretion timescale-stellar mass relation for redshifts z = 0 − 8. The orange lines show the median result from galaxies
in our model and the 1-sigma scatter. The age of the Universe at that particular redshift is shown as the dot-dashed blue line.
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